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April 23, 2020 
Issue 58: Simply Irresistible. Hot Copper. Big Mining Bull.  

 
Last issue I talked about my capitulation to Gold Bull-ion, initiating a small position in GDX and 
GDXJ gold equity ETFs, expecting a #HistoryRepeat - post 2009 GFC stimulus, Gold hit $1,900.  
 
I’m hopeful that talk of a USA materials-intensive $2 Trillion infrastructure stimulus will 
materialize, extended EV China subsidies a sign of more to come, and perhaps balance-budget 
paranoid Germany will get even more ambitious than the Euro 750B package announced last 
month. I see gold inflows leading to inflows into the severely under-owned and underweighted 
Big Mining equities. 
 
A recent Bank of America fund manager survey shows that global basic materials hatred, in 
place since 2014, is now peaking, approaching the point at which rallies can be expected to 
begin. Contrarians should get excited by the information in this chart. 
 

 
 
In an interview I did at PDAC a lifetime 7 weeks ago I referenced some Rick Rule comments 
which resonated, comparing end 2019 to the very beginning of that chart in 2002 – the year I 
first got into the junior mining racket, parroting a Nobody Does it Better Robert Friedland 
narrative: cold country Mongolia feeding its hungry southern neighbor China, akin to cold 
Canada feeding hungry post-War USA. It was a great 6-year ride through 2008. And, the 12-
month GFC period, notwithstanding, didn’t really end until 2012. Commodity equities are 
Cyclicals, and the cycles can be long, but busts set the stage for eventual booms.  
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CNBC, Twitter and elsewhere have been filled with historical and hysterical market and health 
crisis comparisons. 1987 Dow crash. 1998 Russia Financial Crisis. 9/11. The Great Depression. 
#HistoryRhyme 
 
Some mark the beginning of the GFC as the Bear Stearns bankruptcy in March 2018.  But I recall 
in July of that year, a private, pre-production Brazilian iron ore play I raised early-stage capital 
for, completed a $512M equity raise at multiple billion pre-money valuation - 2X a prior round 
less than a year prior. That. Was. The. Top.  
 
September 2008 began the truly dark times. I recall in front of a Bloomberg Terminal at the 
Denver Gold Forum, James Bond Friedland whispered over my shoulder how Lehman and 
Fannie stock went to “money heaven”. Two months later as November 2008 Obama Hope and 
Change charms played out amidst Iraq, Katrina, burst housing bubble and general 8-year GOP 
policy fatigue, America experienced a cascading repudiation of 30 years trickle down -- bringing 
leftward lurching coattails to the House and Senate.  
 
February 2009 “crisis is a terrible thing to waste” Obama/Pelosi/Reid $800M American 
Reinvestment and Recovery Act spawned auto bailouts and Tesla incubation, clean solar, wind, 
geothermal energy and battery venture capital, and a new lithium hydroxide plant at Rockwood 
(now ALB) – but provided no support for mining. In parallel with Bernanke QE 1 and 2 through 
2010, 2H 2009-2012 witnessed a great dead cat Big Mining bounce. And a Lithium 1.0 boom. 
Now, eight years since the end of a 10-year mining super cycle, Post Covid-19, we are poised to 
begin another. Gold is a leading indicator on sentiment. I expect Dr. Copper and other 
technology metals to follow. 
 
The one word I picked to describe lithium in the 2020s – Velocitility – lightning speed volatility – 
has applied even more in recent weeks to the broader market, economics and politics. If I’m 
right on further infrastructure stimulus, alongside multiple Fed bazookas, could summer 2020 
could be like Feb 2009? #HistoryRepeat 
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Outside my recent toe dip into gold, I picked up some PICK, a Big Mining ETF, anticipating an 
outperformance similar to that reflected in the 2005-2012 period: 
 

MSCI All Country Metals & Mining (ex gold/silver) vs.  
MSCI All Country World Investable Market Index 

 

 
 
Bull market mentality during that period resulted in a significant destruction of capital… 
 

From 2000 to 2010, the top 40 companies in the industry invested $300 billion in capex and 
spent a further $600 billion in M&A. This led to a staggering ~$250 billion in impairments...  
 

...For which Big Mining Mr. Market continues to hold a grudge of low market valuations: 
 

 
 
…As prices declined, capex returned to more modest levels; $125 billon in 2015 versus $60 
billion in 2019 and companies focused on de-leveraging. Industry gearing peaked at around 
46% during the decade and finished 2018 at around 28%.  
 
…shareholders have been rewarded for their patience, after the excess of the 2000s, with 
greater returns. The owners of the top 40 mining companies have received around $400 
billion in cash returns, through dividends and share buy backs, over the last ten years versus 
$140B in the previous decade. That’s almost 3 times as much.  – JS Jacques, Rio Tinto CEO 
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Capital discipline, drastically reduced debt, strong cash flow generation, high dividends, low PE, 
EV/EBITDA and Price/Book multiples. Intelligence to patiently observe and await their moment 
with Little Lithium as the Toxic Tianqi’s of the world make Rio/Alcan–like mistakes. Big Mining is 
now a beneficiary of lower oil and a stronger dollar. Iron ore remains buoyant post Vale disaster 
and as China’s steel furnaces switch back on. WA iron ore RIO BHP FMG MIN are currently 
minting cash.  Copper, nickel and others, like lithium, have EV super-cycle-like medium to long-
term outlooks and prices currently too low to incentivize enough medium-to-long-term supply. 
Like Lithium in 1-2 years, I expect to see post COVID-19 price reflation across a number of 
mined commodities as we’ve seen recently with the gold price.  

Big Mining PICK 

 
The biggest cap, diversified mining equities provide leveraged exposure to a commodity 
reflation phenomenon, while also offering potential to experience a “re-rating” as more 
generalist institutions – with a Value and Cyclical bias - move from vastly underweight to equal 
and/or overweight Big Mining. After all, why should Rio Tinto’s current 72% iron ore EBITDA 
margins only warrant 5-6X EBITDA, when institutional investors believe SQM – which had 
similar margins for 2 years in 2016/17, but proved fleeting -- trade at 10-15X? Which business 
provides higher quality, more predictable earnings? Iron Ore is a concentrated Oligopoly with 
relatively disciplined actors. The Lithium Oligopoly? Time will tell. Jury is out reading through 
last 5 quarters ALB, Livent, Ganfeng and Tianqi’s results.  
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IMO, the ‘specialty chemical’ lithium narrative has been discredited, at least from an equity 
market multiple perspective. Lithium is a ‘specialty commodity,’ but a commodity nonetheless. 
This is not an argument for a sustained de-rating of lithium equities, but more a justification for 
institutional asset allocators to begin to pay up for Big Mining. In an era of near zero or negative 
interest rate treasuries, dividend equities are the new bonds for yield-seeking boomer retirees. 
 
Darko Kuzmanich at Janus Henderson Investors, a good friend with whom I shared early 
copper exploration success with the original Ivanhoe Mines in 2003, reminded me that in the 
1990’s the old Rio, RTZ used to trade at low double-digit EV/EBITDA multiples -- they were seen 
as reliable cash flow generators and dividend payers as disciplined managers of a portfolio of 
world class mining assets. As a commodity investor, cash flow is cash flow, regardless how 
difficult or sophisticated the end product is to get those cash flows. What matters most is good 
capital allocation decisions that lead to quality cash flows from world class assets. Oligopolistic 
pricing power, if possible.  
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Gold and Big Mining equity inflows should benefit lithium equity inflows. At present, though, 
the only producer I like - that both inspires confidence and is trading at a reasonable valuation 
on near term earnings - is Mineral Resources. The fact that ALB, SQM, and others have 
struggled operationally while misreading the (admittedly abrupt) market dynamics in recent 
years, reflects lithium industry immaturity and volatility.  
 
IMO, PICK, with a 1-2 year view, is more likely to double and less likely to fall than, say, more 
highly leveraged ALB. Though I believe ALB’s potential as an acquisition target – possibly by a 
company like Rio – and given its size and lowest cost, world class assets, will continue to trade 
at a premium multiple. Congratulations, by the way to Kent Masters, ALB’s new CEO, Chairman 
and President - very much looking forward to watching new leadership of the world’s #1 
Lithium producer navigate the Tiger King Roaring 20’s. 
 
With a 2-4+ year view, I believe that rising lithium prices – now most likely pushed to 2021/22 – 
will be supportive of quality junior projects. I remain very confident that we will again 
experience more KDR and Wodgina-like outcomes especially for ex-China stories in a world in 
which Western OEMs have a greater appreciation for supply-chain resilience. And, hopefully, 
fewer busts like Nemaska and Alita. Recall Lithium 3.0 Vision: 75 new 25kt plants to reach 2M 
tons by 2030. 
 
In addition to PICK and the Mineral Resources I’ve owned for over two years – I switched out 
from pure play iron ore FMG after it tripled – and recently bought more diversified Rio, in 
hopes my old friend Mongolian copper will finally come good, as well as to keep close eye on its 
lithium endeavors, which I expect to increase, funded by massive iron ore cash flows. More on 
that in next issue. 
 

Sidebar: Please tune in next Thursday for Emily Hersh’s cocktail hour webinar I’m 
participating in with Chris Berry, Eric Zaunscherb, Tim Johnston and Chloe Holzinger:  
 

Register here:  https://lnkd.in/eh5JFcv 
 

 
 

https://lnkd.in/eh5JFcv
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Hot Copper: Camino Corp 
 

I struggled this issue with a music analogy, but here goes… 
 
Amidst 1980’s Rio fame, some of Duran Duran developed The Power Station and the hit Some 
Like it Hot. Hot Copper, the ASX-listed social media company that controls the junior mining 
chat room some like to hate, bought last year a similar platform in Canada, Stockhouse and 
recently launched The Market Herald portal. Information dissemination about junior mining 
and microcap investing generally is a growth business – those investing and gaining mind share 
will reap rewards in the ensuing EV materials bull. 
 
I’ve joined the hot Dr. copper crowd over the past few years as declining head grades at aging 
mines in Chile and elsewhere push up costs which will eventually constrain supply. Meanwhile 
the EV economy will incrementally impact copper demand in a similar way it will impact nickel 
demand in a few years. Unlike nickel development projects – which tend to be either short 
mine life sulphide deposits or low grade bulk tonnage laterite operations contingent on 
expensive ($1B+) high pressure acid leach (HPAL) technology - many copper development 
stories have all the elements of KISS. And are located in similar time zone to Bull’s Lair. 
Megaproject Mongolia and now Ivanhoe Mines KKK in the Kongo – Kamoa, Kamula, Kipushi – 
will be needed as will more mid-sized, plain vanilla copper projects in easier jurisdictions like 
Peru. 
 
Camino Corp, led by CEO Jay Chmelauskas released one of the best Covid-19 letters I’ve read, 
comparing the launching of his gold company – Jinshan Gold Mines - during SARS in 2003 and 
his lithium company – Western Lithium/Lithium Americas - during H1N1 in 2009 to today’s 
launch of a copper company during Coronavirus: Every Crisis Is Different. No joke – Camino’s 
ticker on Toronto Venture Exchange:  COR.V 
 
Following Jay’s gold and lithium gold success, which I was privileged to be associated with over 
12 years, I am looking forward to advising, him and his partner and proven operator Keith Peck 
(Centenario Copper/FNX/KGHM) and Ken McNaughton (Pretium, Silver Standard), on his next 
5-year project, developing Camino as a copper vehicle. Click here for recent presentation. 
 
Currently trading ~USD7M market value, COR.V provides optionality on proven mine finders 
and builders who have waited patiently over the past few years and been very selective in 
finding the right commodity and the right asset at the right price at a market bottom. The Los 
Chapitos project in Peru was trading at nearly 10X current market value in 2017 mini-bull. It’s 
still a bit early, but the delineation of a mid-sized, long life, low cost mine for a few hundred 
million capex seems like it has good potential. If they get lucky, substantially bigger. The $1.6B 
Mina Justa copper project is a few hundred kilometers away, so it’s got closeology going for it. 
 

https://www.caminominerals.com/site/assets/files/links/2020-03-31-ceo-message.pdf
https://caminominerals.com/site/assets/files/3308/2020-03-03-cp-cor.pdf
https://www.nsenergybusiness.com/projects/mina-justa-copper-project/
https://www.nsenergybusiness.com/projects/mina-justa-copper-project/
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Copper is an EV/battery material, with battery electric vehicles utilizing more than 4X+ the 
amount of pounds compared to ICE vehicles. Copper foil is used as the negative electrode for 
the anode. EV charging infrastructure is highly copper consumptive.   

 
Source: Copper Development Association, Inc 

 
Copper is also being appreciated again for its resistance to germs: expect to see more copper 
fixtures in building interiors, not just behind-the-wall wiring and plumbing in a post C19 world.  
 
Dr. Copper is set to run soon on infrastructure stimulus, IMO, with a 6-24-month view. 

 
I encourage all fans of this lithium-ion bull newsletter to put Jay Chmelauskas-led Camino Corp 
(COR.V) on their radar screens. 

 
Simply Irresistible 

Born to Go Viral – COR.V 
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Disclaimer  

 
Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity 
Advisors, LLC. In this and other Lithium-ion Bulls and the podcast Lithium-ion Rocks! I often share some 
rationale for a stock in which I have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in my own 
retirement or taxable accounts. If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of 
anything written in this or any other Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast, that is your free 
choice. But to be clear, the opinionated commentary you’re reading is not investment advice, nor 
recommendation and may not be unbiased. I am not a registered investment advisor nor broker-dealer.  I 
may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the 
companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, remuneration for services from 
those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and employees 
may make purchases and/or sales of securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of course, 
to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of April 23, 2020, RK 
Equity or its principals own securities in Mineral Resources, Piedmont Lithium, E3 Metals Corp, 
Albermarle, Livent, Lithium Power International and Orocobre and have or have had over the past 48 
months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium Americas, CleanTeq, Millennial 
Lithium, Altura Mining, E3 Metals Corp, NeoMetals, ioneer, Kidman Resources, Camino Corp, Nemaska, 
Bacanora, Lithium Power International and Piedmont Lithium. The information contained herein is not 
financial advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer nor makes any 
recommendation to buy or sell any securities.  

 


